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(Worked All Telephones, Televisions and Stereos)-Part 1
by Harley Licht, WA6/SX

Obviously my neighbors purchased a ton
of consumer electronics during my eightyear hamming hiatus. My phone started
ringing the minute I began transmitting. But
finally, after weeks of trial and error, I
achieved "a clean bill of health." Though
none of my solutions are new or unique,
sharing them could help you when you
encounter similar problems-and you will,
sooner or later.
Before I stepped out into my neighborhood, I made sure that my station was clean.
Everyone knows good RFI/EMI prevention
starts with a good ground system, so I drove
an 8-foot "ground round" through the floor
of my shack-after a liberal sprinkling of
salt on the area and a week of watering.
I ran large-gauge wire between each piece
of equipment and the single point ncar the
ground rod and kept the leads short.
I added another eight-foot ground rod
ncar the tower.
My TH6DXX had served well but was
almost 20 years old. I replaced it with a new
Cushcraft A4S and a 5-kW KLM balun. I
also replaced the feedlinc and installed
silver-plated connectors. I replaced the
rotator cable and grounded the rotor case to
the tower. I wound five turns of the rotor

cable through a 2.4-inch, #43-ferrite toroid
close to the rotor-control box.
I even replaced my 20-year-old Drake
low-pass filter with a new one from
Bencher, and attached it directly to my
amplifier's output connector.
I put the old low-pass filter between the
transceiver and the amplifier.
I powered all station equipment via a
Tripplite AC-line filter, and put toroids over
the transceiver, panadaptor and rotatorcontrol box power cords.
I begun the project certain all that new
stuff would lick the TVI and RFI/EMI
problems, but was disappointed to find that
the effort to clean up the station made no
discemable difference! As a result, over the
next few weeks, I battled many RF goblins.
And sure enough, the testing made it clear
that my station was clean.
The remaining problems turned out to be
inadequate filtering in consumer products
and, in few cases, inadequate or faulty TV
antennas and faulty telephone wiring.

RFI-EMI Problems
Symptoms and Cures
Here are specific problems I encountered,
their symptoms, attempted fixes that didn't
help, and the solutions.
continued on page 11
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May Meeting
In accordancewith recent norms, neither the
May 14 meeting location nor program
information was available to your editor
three days after the DXer's normal deadline.
However, Knock, K6ITL, is assembling a
video of three cameras' footage of the
Sunday morning shenanigans at Vis:.tlia. He
hopes to show it at the May meeting.
If he does, don't miss this unveiling of the
NCDXF's super-secret "IRMA" project, in
which Bob Ferrero, W6RJ, submits to what
Knock termed "the largest, most
sophisticated polygraph on Earth." (Lance
Ginner, K6GSJ, who works for W6CF at
Lockheed, built this "mean machine.")

Coming Soon:
• Livermore Swap Meet: 1st Sunday of
month, 7 A.M. to noon. Contact Noel
Anklam, KC6QZY, home: 510/447-3857,
work: 510!783-2803.
• Foothill Swap Meet: 2nd Saturday,
March-to-September, Foothill College.
• Fresno Hamfest and Swap Meet: May 1
at Riverland, Highway 99 just sou;h of
Kings River at Kingsburg. Contact
Fresno ARC, Box 783, Fresno 93712 or
call 209/486-5377. Talk-in on 146.94.
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Meetings
There were no NCDXC meetings during April- as is customary during the month of the
International DX Convention in Visalia

Roster Changes
Change of Address:

New Telephone Number:

Richard R. (Dick) Adachi, W6RVS
40 W. 26th Place
San Mateo, CA 94403
telephone number not submitted

James A (Jim) Maxwell, W6CF
w: 408n45-8434

N. Clint Luhmann, W60G
2 Segura Drive
Oroville, CA 95966-8600
telephone number not submitted

Ed Muns, W0YK
H & W: 408/353-1853 and 408/353-5798
Fax: 408/353-6107
Ben Deovlet, W6FDU
W: 408n27-5170 x3722
Kan Mizoguchi, JAlBK
W: 81-3-3219-6261
Home fax: 81-423-89-3824
Work fax: 81-3-3219-5724

L. E. (Bud) Walton, W6AED
940 NE First A venue
Sutherlin, OR 97479-9605
H: 503/459-5704
Scott (Scotty) Williams, AE6U
U.S. Embassy Rabat- VOA
PSC 74, Box 25
APO AE 09718-5000
no telephone number
submitted

Corrections:
Natalie Mealer, W A6QVM
incorrectly listed as W A6QUM

Gerard de Buren, HB9AW
Box 111
1211 Geneva4
Switzerland
no phone number
submitted
Scott Townley, NX7U
1160 E. Tyler Street
Chandler, AZ 85225
no phone number
submitted

"Say frank,

just

h"w lo11g dG
Collt...tf lasl?"'

the ..

from the April '93 Triple States Radio Amateur Club "TSRAC
Bulletin"-Ralph McDonough, KBAN, Editor
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Ten International Laws
by Dan Calabrese, AA2HX

Other than frequency allocations, there are
only ten international laws that specifically
apply to amateur radio. They state that:
1. Amateur communications are forbidden
if one of the countries involved objects.
2. The content of amateur transmissions
must be in plain language (no codes or
ciphers) and of a personal or technical,
but not commercial nature.
3. Messages on behalf of others (third
party traffic) must be allowed by both
countries involved through prior
mutual agreement
4. Operators without morse code knowledge may only operate above 30 Mhz.
5. Each country is responsible for the
operational and technical qualifications
of its amateur operators.

6. Operator qualifications and operating
conditions must considered when
authorizing maximum power levels.
7. All general rules apply to amateur
stations. In particular, emitted
frequencies shall be as stable and
spurious emission free as the state of
technical development for such stations
permits.
8. Amateur stations shall transmit their call
sign at short intervals. The first
characters of a call sign indicate the
country of origin. Prefixes beginning
with K, N, Wand certain A prefixes are
assigned to the United States.
9. Amateur satellite stations operating in
bands shared with other services shall be
fitted with appropriate devices for

Pileup Crackin'
by David M. Barton, AF6S © 1992
Stations are calling, up five and up ten,
Calling him over and over again.
Calling whenever he sends "dit-dit"
And some with timing that never does fit
Of course, by the time he calls the West Coast,
Conditions have rendered his signal a ghost
But is that an echo? Is that what I hear?
Could signals go long-path at this time of year?
Without too much hope, I push down the lever
That makes my antenna tum 'round in the weather.
And wow! He's stronger, no echo's his pest
The long-path advantage now favors the West
He works a loud seven and then works a nine,
I'm finding his "workces," most of the time.
Each is another step up the dial,
A kilo-Hertz, roughly, I note with a smile.
Sniffmg the pattern, like a sleuth-hound,
I try to stay up one or two from last found.
And then, on fourteen-oh-forty-point-three,
I send my call once.. .. and he comes back to me!
It feels good to enter him into my log,
To be reassured there's no need to hog,
Or work, namby pamby-style net-controlled list
But just trust my timing, my luck, and my fist.
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controlling emissions in the event of
harmful interference.
10. Nations authorizing amateur stations
operating from space must notify the
International Telecommunications
Union that sufficient earth command
stations are operational to guarantee
harmful interference can be terminated.

The International Telecommunications
Union has divided the world into three areas,
regions 1, 2 and 3. North, Central and South
America fall within region 2.
Most amateur frequency allocations are
universal, but differences exist on the 160-,
80- and 40-meter bands, and on some VHF
and UHF frequencies.
from the December '92 Westchester
Emergency Communications Assn.
"Wecagram"-WB2VUK Editor

One Wish
as memorized by a young Novice
Greg Cross, WN8FJK
(QST, circa 1962- author forgotten)

I chanced to find a Magic Lamp.
I rubbed it eagerly.
And lo, a Genie did appear,
And bowed in front of me!
He said, "Oh Master, what's your wish?
Just ask, and it is done.
But consider well your wish,
For I can grant but one."
Quick as a flash came forth my words;
No moment did I stall.
"Please stop that boob's endless CQ,
And make him sign his call!"
from the Apri/'93 Bluegrass ARS "Qua/Ham
News"-Bill De Vore, N4D/T, Editor

Good Judgement
Comes from experience.
Where does experience come from?
Bad judgement.
-Mark Twain
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Visalia 1993

"Knock" Knochenhauer, K6ITL, convention chairman and
worthy "DXer of the Year" for 1993
Duane Asherman, W6REC, and Wayne Mills, N7NG,
just chatting in the hallway

Ted Park, K6XN, doing a little "show
and tell"

4

Jim Niger, N6TJ, and Jim "Chicken Feat hers" Maxwell, W6CF

May 1993

Bill Fontes, W6TEX

Ted Ahlgren, KA6W, shares the key to 160-meter success

Russ Bentson, K6KLY, discusses West Coast 6-meter DXing

May 1993

Jan O'Brien, K6HHD , and Susan Barton, KA6SEH,
at a vendor's exhibit

5

The DX Forum Panel: Chip Margel/i, N7JA; Dave Leeson, W6QHS; Jim Maxwell, W6CF;
Jay Holladay, W6EJJ; and Chuck Hutchinson, K8CH

Steve Salmon, AA6LF, "Happy" Rathjen, W7SWII0, and Bob Wilson, N61V, pointing out the many DX
destinations from which he plans to operate during his 1994-5 trip under sail aboard his 45-foot yacht

Dave and Barbara Leeson, W6QHS and KK6QM, and Ken Silverman, WM2C
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Briefcase DXpeditioning
by Dave Barton, AF6S

Herbert Hoover III, W6ZH, brought something to the DX "Show and Tell"
that few, if anyone, among the assembled deserving expected to see: a
complete 20-meter DXpedition
station in a briefcase. The showcase
item was a beautiful homebrew 3.5Watt transceiver- "similar in
design, but much smaller than the
MFJ9020."
Herb's briefcase also contains
antennas. His vertical comes apart
in short sections like a backpacker's fishing rod. Its loading
coil is wound on a small toroid core.
Herb also showed a rolled-up wire
dipole, a solar
panel, a "wall
adaptor," and hardware items-including a
"universal hotel-window clamp" for the vertical.
"The whole idea is carry-on," he said. "I don't like to
pack a ton of gear when I travel, or arrange for separate
_, shipments that you have to wait for and worry about.
And customs never gives me a problem, though I get
some strange looks."
The little rig, pictured above and right, is truly a work
of art and a joy to hold in your hand. If it were any
smaller, you wouldn't be able to operate the controls.
Look for W6ZH-upper right, dark shirt-with an
~
exotic suffix, on the low end of 20 meters.

Bill Fantes, W6TEX, and Susan Barton, KA6SEH

May 1993

George Allan, WA60

7

The
Contest
Forum

Fred Laun, K3ZO, and Jim Niger, N6T1
(~

Bob Wilson, N6TV, moderating the
contest forum, brought up several
issues affecting the future of
contesting. One of his questions was
whether contests should have a new
"reduced hours" class of entry. Each
member of the panel then gave an
opinion and voted for or against
suggested changes.
Bob Wilson, N61V, and Fred Laun, K3ZO

The Contest Forum panel: K7SS, N6AA, N61V, K3ZO, and N6TJ

8
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Mobile DX
Forum
The Mobile DX Forum panel: Walt Del Conte, WD6EKR; Rolph
Stoddard, W6TWO; and Garry Shapiro, N/6T

Walt, WD6EKR, telling about his early
high-sierra backpack-portable adventures

Garry, N/6T, sharing a
humorous mobiling anecdote

Rolph, W6TWO, sharing his old-time mobiling
experiences

County Relents, Issues Tower Permits
by Jeffrey Paw/an, WA6KBL
On April 1 the Santa Clara County Planning
Commission ordered the Department of
Planning, Development and Land Use to
grant building permits for amateur radio
towers and said proposed ordinances drafted
by staff must abide by the following:
1. Only the tower or support structure may
be regulated, not the antennas.
2. No use permit or hearing shall be
required unless the tower exceeds a
maximum height to be determined later.
3. Staff must have the concurrence of
designated amateur radio representatives.

May 1993

4. A mutually agreed height limit shall be
allowed as a matter of right to all hams.
5. Satellite, TV, and FM antennas shall not
be part of this ordinance.
The ordinance will apply to hams in
unincorporated areas.
Some 25 hams attended the meeting.
Most Commission members were aware of
the importance of amateur radio to safety
and welfare of county citizens, but one
member felt the hearing was unbalanced
because no anti-ham homeowner was present
The proposed ordinance was a lowpriority issue that would not have been on
this month's agenda except for the success

of one ham's appeal to obtain a building
permit The saga began March 2 when staff
administrator Raffi Sarkisian told Jeffrey
Pawlan, WA6KBL, "Amateur radio operation is not permitted in unincorporated
residential areas; this kind of activity does
not belong there."
When Pawlan asked what his alternatives
were, Sarkisian gave him only unacceptable
options. Pawlan challenged his permit
denial and, when the County Counsel and
the Director of the Planning Department
understood their legally indefensible
position, Pawlan was granted a permit.
continued on page 10
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Tower Permits

from page 9

Preparing for an unreceptive Planning
Commission attended by anti-ham homeowners, Pawlan notified more than 70 local
hams of the upcoming meeting-via phone,
three nets, and packet
When the Commission allowed comments
by attendees, Ken D' Allessandro, AB6RP, a
patent attorney and volunteer counsel for the
ARRL, explained how Pawlan had initially
been denied a permit and described the
unreasonable alternatives he was given. He
said, "This hearing is a solution in search of
a problem."
W A6KBL told of the role hams play in
developing new communication techniques
that lead to new industries and of the need to
foster, not suppress, such experimentation.
Steve Wilson, KA6S, the ARRL Section
Manager, described the role of amateurs in
disasters.
A doctor said, "Without amateur radio,
my hospital would have limited communications capability in a disaster."
David Barton, AF6S, reported his
observations of neighbors walking by. Most
had noticed his previous 60-foot tower but
few eyes glanced high enough to see his
antenna after he installed a 90-foot Sky
Needle.
Others noted that structural safety of ham
towers is well covered in existing codes.
When a Commission member asked how
many applications for amateur towers had
come in so far this year, staff member
Sarkisian's reply was, "Uh, one."
When asked how many complaints about
ham towers they had received in the last
year, the answer was again "One"- a case
of an antenna overhanging a property line.
Several Commission members castigated
Sarkisian for wasting their time.
Sarkisian asked the Commission for
permission to create a new ordinance
defming amateur radio towers as permitted
structures and specifying reasonable height
limits. A motion to that effect passed.
Ken D' Allessandro, AB6RP, and Steve
Wilson, KA6S, have agreed to represent the
amateur radio community to the Planning
Department, so that a reasonable ordinance
can be drafted. They have already attended
~
one meeting.
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ListCiuster
by Rich Van Tieghem, W2VT
Wow, the screen says I got another good
one! This ListCluster network sure makes
DXing fun. Since I began using it to work
DX, I no longer have to spend hours tuning
the bands, looking for new countries.
I also no longer must compete in a pileup
with 3,000 other stations trying to get on a
list or trying to work the DX station freestyle. I sold my Alpha-95 amplifier and
bought a new car. DXing sure has changed
since 1992, when you actually competed to
get on the Honor Roll.
In case you haven't seen it in action, let
me tell you about ListCluster. Say you want
to work one of the countries shown on this
week's List Bulletin- the new Kurdish
station, 1K5ZAA, for example. First tune
your 2-meter radio to the international
ListCluster frequency, 144.256 MHz, and
type "C LIST" to connect to the nearest
ListCluster node. Then type "ADD LIST
1K5ZAA."
The local node passes your request to the
ListCentral computer in Wayne, NJ via a 56
kBPS link. ListCentral responds with a
choice of five available QSO times. Type
"SELECT 2335." Thirty seconds later, the
screen will say, "Your confirmation number
is 3237J." It's that easy. You're on the list,
and all you have to do is be on 20 meters at
2336 zulu to work an all-time new one.

Let's assume you show up at your
scheduled time. You tune to 14.256 to see
how well 1K5ZAA is coming through and
hear ListCentral' s digital speech synthesizer
say, "THREE TWO THREE SIX JAPAN
MAKE YOUR CALL." It's WF7QDL, and
he gets a nice 5-9 report from the lKS, who
is about S-4 here. Then it's your turn.
"THREE TWO THREE SEVEN JAPAN
MAKE YOUR CALL."
Here you go. "lKSZAA, HERE IS
[your call]. YOU'RE 5 AND4, OVER."
1K5ZAA responds, "[your call] THANKYOU FOR THE 5 AND 4. YOU ARE 5
AND7,0VER."
You say thanks and type, "SET REPORT
3237J 57." Your local ListCluster node
sends the report to the ListCentral computer,
which compares what you think you heard
with what the ListObserver Official (LOO)
entered. If it matches, your screen flashes
simulated fireworks while your computer
plays a Purcell trumpet fanfare, and giant
multi-color text on the screen says, "IT'S A
GOOD ONE!"
Imagine the satisfaction you'll feel, when
you see that display and hear the fanfare.
Believe me, you' 11 be missing out if you
don't get on ListCluster. Once you've tried
it, you'll never want to work DX again
without ListCluster.
humor from the February '93 'North Jersey
DXA Newsletter'-K2AIO Editor

Climbing Equipment Source
by Tom McShane, NW6P
Western Hardware & Tool Company of San
Francisco is a great source for all types of
equipment for working on antennas-on
towers or in trees. Western publishes an
80-page catalog (p/n OPEl) titled
"Occupational Protective Equipment" that
covers an enormous variety of climbing
belts, harnesses, connecting devices,
lineman's body belts and pole straps, pole
and tree climbers, bosun's chairs, tool
holders, and more.

If you need a block and tackle, grips, hand
lines, hooks, gloves, protective eyewear, or
tools of any sort, you should have a copy of
the 200-page catalog (#134) put out by
Klein Tools. It is available from Western
Hardware & Tool Co.
Western Hardware and Tool supplies
PG&E with lineman's equipment. The sales
personnel are helpful and knowledgeable.
You can call415/468-4530 or fax 415/4685249. Their address is: Western Hardware & 1
Tool Co., 1947 Carrol Ave., San Francisco
~
CA 94124.
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WATTS Award

from page 1

Symptom:
My audio came from stereo speakers even
when the stereo was off- in a house a block
away! The cheap stereo had no shielding.

Attempted Fixes:
• Removed all audio inputs
• Put ten turns of each speaker lead through
a 24-inch, #43 toroid.
• Put a toroid on the AC line on the stereo.
• Replaced the speaker wires with coax and
tried different lengths.
• Replaced the speakers with a pair of my
own (in desperation!)

The Cure:
I eventually noticed the simple 300-0hm
dipole antenna When I wound eight turns of
the feedline through a toroid, voila! Problem
solved, and I was able to remove all other
toroids without it coming back.

Symptom:
RFI afflicted several phones, mine and my
neighbors' and some were far more sensitive
to RF fields than others. Testing showed
some problems in the phones themselves
and some in house wiring.

Attempted Fixes:
I disconnected all eight phones in my home,
which eliminated the interference. For some
reason, my family was less than pleased.

The Cure(s):
I noticed phones with built-in audio amplifiers were the worst, meaning rectification
was involved. I selected the least susceptible phone and tried it on each phone jack in
the house. Some locations were worse than
others. Apparently, during remodeling, the
contractor had run two lines to each jack
(loop series-wired) and omitted the ground
wire! That was probably a factor, but I
didn't envision rewiring the whole house.
A K-Com RF-2 filter at the telephone
service entrance provided some improvement. K -Com RF-1 single-line filters
worked well on the phones that showed the
least sensitivity, but not on the others. I built
some filters using one-inch-square splitbeads with a half-inch hole, of #43 ferrite.
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I wound the phone cable through the
beads- an optimum seven turns. I put the
beads about three inches from one end of the
cable, and plugged this end into the phone.
The split-beads usually worked better than
the K-Com fJlters. Also, the K-Com fJlters I
had (RF-1) would work only with a singleline phone. I later learned K -Com offers a
two-line filter.
The homemade ferrite filter works on
both single and dual-line phones, but be
careful. Some telephones come with twoconductor cables, rather than four. The
homemade fJlter costs less than $5 vs. about
$17 for the K-Com. The K-Com filters are
easier to intall, though.
Cost became a serious factor when I
"covered the neighborhood." Once my wife
and I mastered the technique, we prepared
fJlters for each of my forays in search of RFeating telephones.
Most people were surprised and pleased
by my unsolicited offer to attack their RFI
problems. I made a favorable impression
and it gave me a chance to explain that it
was the phones, not my equipment, that was
the culprit. Carrying an RFI-clean
phone allowed me to demonstrate. As I
progressed around the block, I left a trail of
more-tolerant neighbors.

• Radio Shack #43-621 two-line trim phone
(perfect with filter)
• Bell Easy Phone two-line phone (perfect
with filter)
• Sony IT-D200 two-line phone with
memory and speakerphone (clean with
filter)
• Radio Shack 43-640 two-line phone with
memory (clean withfilter)
• Sony Model SPP-95 single-line Cordless
speakerphone (clean without filter)
• Toshiba Model FT6210 single-line
Cordless phone (clean with filter)
• Sony Model SPP D-15 two-line Cordless
phone with speaker (very clean with
filter)
• GE 2-9420 two-line with memory
(terrible without, okay with filter)
• Western Electric phones, the old heavies,
work quite well.
I could not eliminate RFI from these:
• AT&T Trimline 210 single-line phone
• AT&T 712 two-line phone with memory
• Bell "Favorite" single-line phone
• Panasonic Easaphone KX-T3130
• Sony Cordless phone with matching base
station handset and speakerphone
• AT&T 5352 two-line cordless

Testing Telephone
RFI Susceptibility
The simplest phone tends to be least susceptible, but not always. I tested over twenty
different telephones, assuming I might have
to replace some of them as a last resort,
including single- and two-line phones and
cordless models. Though the small sampling
prevented the tests from being conclusive,
the results were consistent.
Some of the most RFI -resistant phones
were from Radio Shack, Panasonic and
Sony, but AT&T and Panasonic also made
some of the worst.
I had the best success with:
• Radio Shack #43-613 two-line phone
(Least susceptible two-line phone)
• Radio Shack #43-585 single-line trim
phone (least susceptible single line
phone)
• Panasonic KXT3110 two-line phone (best
feature phone)

In all cases, I used either a homemade
ferrite split-bead or K-Com filter. K-Com
also makes filters for the handset coil-cord,
but that never appeared to be the source of
the problem.
~
Part II will appear in the June DXer

Need Help With
Your Antennas?
by Tom McShane NW6P
A 21 year old De Anza College student,
Henry Ying, has helped me with all
sorts of antenna work. I find him to be
energetic, enthusiastic, and a good
tower and tree climber. If you need help
with antenna work, consider giving
Henry a call at his home in Cupertino:
408/746--0578. He also has a pager if
you wish to use it. The pager number is
408/697- 3592.
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WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTION

Phone Hours:

,· -./.'

9:30 AM to 5:30 PM

FT-415/FT-815
2 Mtr

Store Walk·ln Hours:

440 Mhz

10:00 AM - 5:30 PM
Closed Sundays

2W 2M/1.5W 440
5W opti onal
Direct DC input
Built-in VOX , 41 Mem.
DTMF paging , CTCSS built-in
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::;YAESU

FT-411
2M HT
Stan dard 2.5W; 49 Mem
2m/140 to 174 MHz
EXTE NDED RECE IVE

'\::;lil YAESU

1DOw • Dual VFO's • QSK • DDS
IF notch filter, 12VDC
Optional bu ilt-i n auto antenna tuner

Bob Ferrero W6RJ
President/Owner
Jim Rafferty N6RJ
V1ce Pres1dent

SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
510 Lawrence Expwy. #1 02
(408) 736-9496
(800) 854-6046
Tom, K86LUC, Mgr.

Ultra compact 50W/35W
Ultra Compact
94 Memone• • Non -re motable
50w/35w 2m/4 40
Dual m-ba nd receive
32 memories
Built-in DTMF paging/Coded Sq l
Built-in duplexer
CTCSS Encode built-in
Backlit DTMF MI G includE
Backl it DTMF mic included

CALL FOR SPECIAL PRICING

lawrence Expwy.
So. from Hwy. 101

SOW 31 memories • 2 meter mobile
Large alpha- numeric LED
Backlit DTMF mic • Mil-spec design
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SPECIAL PRICING ALL
MONTH LONG AT ALL STORES
YEASU DAYS AT
THE FOLLOWING STORES:

MAY 1 DENVER
OAKLAND
MAY 8 PORTLAND
On these dates at these stores!
- See the latest from Yeasu
- Free prize drawings each hour!
(Must be present to win. No purchase necessary)

-Grand prize drawing at 4 PM

-FT·5100(Need not be present to win grand prize)

-Demos by Yeasu representatives
-Refreshments! Prizes! Fun!
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